Is President Trump
using the “Space
Force” to begin
exposing over Five
Thousand
Breakthrough
Technologies being
suppressed by the
Global Banking
Cartel?

The US Navy secretly designed a super-fast
futuristic aircraft resembling a UFO,
documents reveal, Jasper Hamill Thursday 18 Apr
(original article found at link:
https://metro.co.uk/2019/04/18/us-navy-secretlydesigned-super-fast-futuristic-aircraft-resembling-ufodocuments-reveal-9246755/ ).
2019

The US Navy has been granted a patent
for an advanced aircraft which resembles a
flying saucer UFO.
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Military inventors filed plans for a highly unusual flying machine which uses an
‘inertial mass reduction device’ to travel at ‘extreme speeds’. What that means is
that the aircraft uses complex technology to reduce its mass and thereby lessen
inertia (an object’s resistance to motion) so it can zoom along at high velocities.
The patent is highly complex and describes methods of reducing the mass of an
aircraft using various techniques including the generation of gravity waves, which
were first detected in 2016 after being produced when two black holes collided.
These drawings were filed as part of the patent and show a craft which looks a lot
like a UFO (Photo: Salvatore Cezar Pais/ Google) ‘It is possible to reduce the
inertial mass and hence the gravitational mass, of a system/object in motion, by an
abrupt perturbation of the non-linear background of local spacetime,’ the patent
says.
The craft described in the patent features a cavity wall filled with gas, which is then
made to vibrate using powerful electromagnetic waves. This then creates a vacuum
around the craft, allowing it to propel itself at high speeds.
The UFO-style ship can be used in water, air or even space. ‘It is possible to
envision a hybrid aerospace/undersea craft (HAUC), which due to the physical
mechanisms enabled with the inertial mass reduction device, can function as a
submersible craft capable of extreme underwater speeds… and enhanced stealth
capabilities,’ the patent continues. ‘This hybrid craft would move with great ease
through the air/space/water mediums, by being enclosed in a vacuum plasma
bubble/sheath.’ Although the US Navy applied for the patent in 2016 and it was granted last year, it doesn’t
necessarily mean the craft has been built and tested. However, the technology is further evidence of the military’s
interest in developing ‘exotic’ technologies. U.S. DoD video of F/A-18 Super Hornet and an unknown object.
Pentagon and MoD officials feared UFOs were either ‘demonic’ or sent by God, former investigators reveal Earlier
this year, it was revealed that US government researchers investigated wormholes, antigravity, invisibility cloaking,
warp drives and high energy laser weapons during a probe into ‘unexplained aerial phenomena’ called the Advanced
Aerospace Threat and Identification Program (AATIP). Details of AATIP were first released in 2017, including
reports of a sighting made by fighter pilots from the USS Nimitz. These pilots saw a huge patch of churning,
turbulent water the size of a Boeing 737, suggesting something was beneath the surface, as well as a ‘tic tac’ aircraft
which zoomed off at almost impossibly high speeds.
We spoke to Nick Pope, former UFO investigator at the Ministry of Defense, and asked if he saw any similarities
between the patented design and the Nimitz Tic Tac. ‘A hybrid craft, capable of flying both in the air and
underwater, is uncannily similar to what was reported in the USS Nimitz incident from 2004,’ he said. ‘There was a
similar incident of a UFO flying underwater in Puerto Rico in 2013. The possible connection between the USS
Nimitz incident and this patent is intriguing, and it’s interesting that the US Navy seems to be the link here. ‘It’s
possible that the patent is inspired by the incident and is part of an attempt to work out the technology behind the
objects that were chased by the Navy F-18s. This is known as ‘reverse-engineering’.’
Nick Pope is a novelist and global authority on UFOs (Credit: David Howard/Flickr) He said a ‘key question’ is how
the plans fit in with the wider AATIP project. In the latest patent, author Salvatore Cezar Pais mentions Harold
Puthoff, a key figure in AATIP who commissioned the 38 papers exploring exotic technologies, which were then
used by Defense Intelligence Agency during briefings filed with the US Congress. ‘The papers that got media
attention related to anti-gravity, invisibility cloaking, warp drive and wormholes, but a key point is that many of the
papers relate to exotic propulsion systems – not just the technology that would enable us to build a faster aircraft,
drone or missile, but the technology that we’d need for interstellar travel,’ Pope added. ‘These patents might be the
first steps in taking humankind to the stars.’ Two views of the Tic Tac UFO observed by US Navy pilots A
declassified document which gives details of some of the research papers produced by AATIP investigators
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We asked if he believed the craft in the patent had ever been built. This patent for a “craft using an inertial mass
reduction device” is fascinating and is one of three patents filed by US Navy scientist Salvatore Cezar Pais. ‘The
other one of his patents that caught my eye was one for a “high-frequency gravitational wave generator”. ‘It’s
sometimes hard to tell where the boundary lies between fringe science and science fiction. Furthermore, even if the
theoretical physics turns out to be sound, aeronautical engineers still have to be able to build something, if any of
this is to have any tangible effect. ‘If they have built the technology described in the patents, I’m sure the program is
highly classified. The bottom line is that if any of this works, we’re in game-changing territory.’

Further Insights on this Blockbuster Proclamation!
The best technical video I found to date providing an
overview of the U.S. Navy patent is outlined between the
20:00 – 36:00 minute of the RedPill78 video (to the
right) at link: https://youtu.be/OU7Y0y0Lg6k .
I have generated an outline of the sixteen minute video
below. Personal comments and additional article and
video references are highlighted in red.

Outline of the 16 minute video
beginning at the twenty-minute mark:
At 20:00 - Official, approved patent documents released under the Trump
Administration confirm U.S. Navy has had advanced “anti-gravity” flying
technology going back many decades! Patents have been released on
prototypical, delta-shaped, flying technology which can reduce its mass, lessen
inertia, resulting in incredible high velocities.
Side Comments:
In the 1950s Otis Carr, student of Nicola Tesla, had a working “anti-gravity
saucer, based on similar principles. At gunpoint, U.S. government agents and
Navy hi-jacked the technology from Carr and ordered Carr’s team to cease all
future production, research and advertising. You can learn more by going to
the article, The Flying Saucer Built by Otis Carr Was Real-Humanity
Hoaxed! It is found at link: https://youtu.be/2j3wBldVBHo
This video explained, in simpler terms, how the levitation of the spacecraft
worked. Outline of video found at end of this paper. The bumblebee does not
fly, it levitates (see minutes 26:30 – 28:00) on the similar remarkable principles as the TR-3B .
21:00 - The patented technology can create its own “gravity waves”! The gravity waves are generated from “an
abrupt perturbation of a non-linear background of local “spacetime”.
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Side Comments:
Lt. Col. Thomas Bearden, Army. PhD, and his team had major energy breakthroughs,
denied by a corrupt “Patent Office” because they had orders not to permit any energy
technology which successfully exploited the “spacetime” principle. Dr. Bearden explains
that Nature does not insist on conserving energy in three dimensions (x, y, z) because nature
exists in four dimensions (x, y, z, time) from video linked article Pulling Energy from
Vacuum at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eNU3MLqyzPk. Outline of video also
found at end of this paper).
20:00 to 22:00 We have been able to fly things without traditional means of propulsion for decades-since the 1950s.
The key is an exterior cavity wall filled with gas which is made to vibrate using powerful electromagnetic waves
(since we actually live in an electric universe!) This creates a vacuum around the craft allowing it to propel itself at
high speeds with zero friction.
Side Comments:
See 2017 Congressional Hearing link:
https://youtu.be/31E0MhBomjM ) where
Congress was informed, we have had anti‐
gravity since October 1954.

22:25 ‐24:39 The craft can scoot from Point A to Point B through any media, air, water and outer space! The TR‐
3B model has been around since, at least, the early 1980s. Video is shown of similar like vessels being filmed by
U.S. jets following the craft.
The U.S. government admits it is been also investigating “wormholes”, “invisibility cloaking” and high energy
“laser weapons” All this began to be released to the public in 2017.

24:40 A critical document displays these exotic technologies. Bottom line: Our space navy presently has the
technology to have humans pilot advance craft through “spacetime” without the friction, without the drag of
standard air travel. This is a HUGE acknowledgement under our Trump administration.

25:00‐27:00 The TR‐3B anti‐gravity spacecrafts are displayed at Military.com. This video shows two of these crafts
in action. In the video segment seen at this minute mark, we are (supposed to be) witnessing the birth of the
actual “Space Force”.
Side Comments:
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Under Goggle, if you type in “TR‐3B
Anti‐Gravity Spacecraft –
Military.com”, all these articles and
videos to the right pop up! Research to
your heart’s content!

27:00 The TR‐3B uses highly pressurized Mercury accelerated by nuclear energy to produce a plasma that creates
a field of anti‐gravity around the ship exactly like the patent filing states. Conventional thrusters located at the tips
of the crat allow it to perform all the manner of rapid high speed maneuvers along all three axes.
27:20 The plasma generated also reduces radar signature significantly, so it almost becomes invisible on radar and
remains undetected.
27:30 The TR‐3B can essentially travel anywhere in the world (or off planet) undetected by air‐traffic control and
air defense systems.
27:35 The TR‐3B is also known as the “Black Manta”. Military.com mentioned the Black Manta back in 2013. In
2019 we have actual patent filings revealed by the Navy itself.
27:53 At his juncture the article presents a video under Codename, Astra.
28:30 Discusses the benefits of civilian travel and safety at incredible high speeds with this existing technology.
29:00 Is this an assault on the Deep State (controlled by the banking cabal) to free humanity from it?
Side Comments:
As noted in the America Intelligence Media article link:
https://aim4truth.org/2018/11/21/galt‐the‐best‐kept‐secret‐in‐the‐
world‐that‐could‐free‐humanity‐with‐unlimited‐free‐energy/ , we
learned by the end of FY 2018 (September 30, 2018), shadowy
government officials, just over the last seven to eight decades, have
issued “5,792 secrecy orders” of technology suppression. It is my
continuing belief, the global banking cartel in intent on keeping the
general population of planet Earth, enslaved on the prison planet and
not let any escape to the stars.
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In 1942, with the sudden death of inventor, Nicola Tesla, while the FBI might not have directly snatched Tesla’s
papers, it appears they did escort, President Trump’s uncle, Dr. John Trump, into Tesla’s apartment and storage
facilities. Dr. John Trump was recognized as one of the top three U.S. government scientists, back in 1943.
Vannevar Bush (no relation to the President Bush bloodline) was the top scientist in Washington D.C. and oversaw
the work of both Dr. John Trump and Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer.
It was, in fact, Vannevar Bush who personally assigned Dr. John Trump to be escorted by the FBI into Tesla’s
apartment and storage facilities immediately after his sudden death. Under “national security” John Trump was to
ransack through all Tesla’s papers and X-series technologies found in the dead scientist’s possession and claim
anything of value in behalf of the U.S. government (see X Series link: https://youtu.be/OpzmNSaF47Y ) .
As is fully discussed in the Lt. Col. Thomas Bearden, Army. PhD article, found at the video linked article Pulling
Energy from Vacuum at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eNU3MLqyzPk , J.P. Morgan had immobilized Nicola
Tesla with poverty by securing financial ownership of any future Tesla invention. Morgan vowed he would
automatically claim and suppress any Tesla invention which would threaten his corporate monopolies. These
rumored inventions Tesla dare not make public, for fear they would fall in to J.P. Morgan’s hands, included XSeries technologies: “Anti-gravity”, sonic death sound waves, time machines, free energy, just to name a few.
This was the beginning of the modern day era of technology suppression which would also
take out the Geothermal Atmospheric Liquified Thorium (GALT) chemical reactor
technology by the early 1970s, along with thousands of other disruptive threats to the
international banking cabals. See AIM article, https://aim4truth.org/2017/04/24/the-realenergy-revolution-has-begun/.

29:33 ‐31:20 This technology advances humanity about 10,000 years compared to
present space based technology. Insiders who work on this technology recognizes
the TR‐3B spacecraft looks like alien technology. As it hovers, sometimes a bright
blue‐silver crown of light surrounds the massive circumference of the TR‐3B. The
operational model is approximately 183 meters in diameter. It had the Codename
“Astra” in early 1990s. This is part of the missing $23 trillion unaccounted “Black
Project” budget missing from the Pentagon through September 10th, 2018.
31:20‐31:57 The TR‐3b aircraft is a radar reactive polymer which can change its
reflectivity and absorption and color. This polymer, when used in conjunction with some electronic systems, can
give the vehicle such a look that it looks like a small ship or flying cylinder on the radar screen. A circular ring filled
with acceleration plasma ring filled with acceleration plasma called the magnetic field disrupter, surrounds the
crew’s rotating compartment and outperforms any currently known technology the Sandia and Livermore
laboratories have developed. The secret technology, via the American Republic, will do anything to protect its
secrets (as noted in earlier references).
31:57‐33:44 The plasma generated by bringing mercury to 250,000 atmospheres and a temperature of negative
1230 Celsius (negative 1890F), if accelerated to 50,000 RPM, becomes a superconducting plasma. The ultimate
result of the process, the cancellation of gravity levitation. More specifically, by generating this rotating magnetic
field, the effect of the gravitational attraction of the ship is neutralized by 89%.
In other words, the weight of the circular accelerator, as well as the weight of the accelerated crew cab, avionics
fuel, crew environment systems and a nuclear reactor, etc., are reduced by 89%. This makes the vehicle extremely
easy and has the horizontal and vertical Mach 9 (Mach 1 = 1224 km/hr.)
TR‐3b performance is only limited by the biological limitations of the pilots which are many given that the
gravitational force is reduced by 89%.
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33:44 – 36:00 Schematics TR‐3b and requested by any added information experts might provide the author of the
report.

As I watched it, I decided I wanted to bring to your attention, Douglas’s, and Michael McKibben’s to a
remarkable video produced in 2004. In my opinion, It provides a treasure trove of additional
information on this powerful, critical topic to the right.

The attachment, from Army Lt. Col. Thomas Bearden, PhD. (1930‐present), details how the British
Empire’s agent, J.P. Morgan, used many of the tactics described in your video to ultimately capture,
suppress and destroy most of Nikola Tesla’s beneficial patents for humanity.

One glaring tactic missing from your video involves the scientific colleges. As detailed in the attachment,
J.P. Morgan actually bribed professors to strip down Maxwell’s equation of electric systems to keep
humanity from discover all the free electricity available from Tesla’s discoveries. The energy cartels
would have been ruined if the public learned they did not require coal, oil or natural gas to generate an
endless supply of energy for the world!
Bearden’s biography can be found at the following link:
http://wiki.naturalphilosophy.org/index.php?title=Tom_Bearden ).
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In 2004, Dr. Bearden provided 35 hours of testimony on the scientific
principles of Tesla’s work of pulling endless energy from vacuum just
as Tesla had accomplished near the beginning of the 19th century. In
2013, someone spent an extraordinary amount of time and effort to
boil down this treasure trove of energy information down to 47
minutes.

Here is my breakdown of the 47 minute condensed video by LT. Col. Bearden found at the following link
titled:

Pulling Energy from Vacuum (see link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eNU3MLqyzPk ).

01:00 Overview of twenty years of Research and Development (1984-2004) discovering how to extract energy
from vacuum.
06:30 Nature does not insist on conserving energy in three dimensions (x, y, z) because nature exists in four
dimensions (x, y, z, time)
12:00 There is a history of ‘over unity’ energy systems. Examples include Nikola Tesla’s work in New York,
when he created a magnetizing transformer back at the turn of the 20th century (see AIM article: ). Other examples
of suppressed ‘over unity’ successes cited include T. Henry Moray (1930s), Gabriel Crone (for Navy) and up to fifty
other inventors who have made casual natural energy devices over time. There were also Russian advances in ‘over
unity’ inventions prior to WWII documented.
17:19 How suppression of energy technology occurs and who is doing it.
20:00 How do cartels attack and destroy threats.
26:00 Must educate inventors and scientists on how present energy systems, controlled by the cartels, are polluting
and destroying the environment.
29:30 If we fail to break up the elite energy cartels and allow suppressed energy technologies to fulfill their role
for humanity, as fossil fuels shrink, world wars will arise again like WWI and WWII. Civilization will enter another
Dark Age.
33:30 We need another great Manhattan Project, with evil cartels push aside by Congress, where scientists and
engineering will be allowed to finally develop all the viable energy solutions surrounding humanity.
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39:50 Private Sector advances are typically slowed down and stalled out by frivolous cartel lawsuits claiming
fraud, patent thief…anything which might bankrupt or delay licensing for decades. This preserves the cartel’s
monopoly.
41:00 Why inventors should be wary of Venture Capital.
42:10 The patent office has been positioned as another barrier to energy advancements. The patent office will not
permit any technology which has not been approved and accepted by the science institutions. These science
institutions are funded by the energy cartels. They will only permit classical thermal dynamics (based on three
dimensions) not non-classical thermal dynamics (which includes the passage of time).
43:00 The public has to recognize the fact, like any other profession, science and scientists can be corrupted. The
cartels buy and corrupt science to do their bidding. These corrupted professionals become gate keepers and will cry
out “perpetual motion” fraud based on three dimensional solutions…not four-dimensional solutions which is the true
nature of energy in the vast universe.
44:20 The entire structure of science, of industry, of the patent office, are against the advancement of any
disruptive energy technology. If you can’t get a patent, how do you get a license to commercialize?
44:50 The remaining option inventors have to battle the cartels is communication. We have the internet. We need
to let other energy inventors know they are not alone in their battles with the energy cartels. We are all in the same
boat.

The Flying Saucer Built by Otis Carr Was Real-Humanity
Hoaxed!
Monday, April 22, 2019 19:28

Ralph Ring goes over the
incredible story of Otis Carr
and how he built a real
working flying saucer! This
testimony

completely

destroys the hoax of needing
rockets

to

space.

We’ve

get

into

been

told

since this lie since we were
children and they’re still lying to us! This story also destroys the other lie they told us
about needing oil and nuclear power to power our homes and automobiles!
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Trump

should unveil this technology to the public 90 days before the 2020 election and destroy
the evil forces against him!

Otis Carr met Nikola Tesla when he was in school and working as a clerk in the New
Yorker hotel. At this time, Tesla had become disillusioned with the world after JP
Morgan shut down his dream of providing free energy to the masses. By the way, if the
evil Rothschild and Rockefeller bloodlines were replaced with the Tesla bloodline, we
would already be living a Star Trek like future with free energy, levitation and a clean
planet with unlimited resources! Instead all of this incredible technology is secretly
locked away powering the deep underground bases and in the secret space programs
exploring the universe and colonizing other planets and moons. All this is going on
while the “free range slaves” have to watch ridiculous Fake News and see hideous
demonic monsters like Nancy Pelosi and Chuck Shumer on our television screens! It’s
really sick when you know the truth!
But anyway, sorry I got off on a rant there,
let’s get back to the good stuff. Otis Car
was like a sponge and soaked in everything
Nikola Tesla could teach him! Tesla made
Carr promise to carry on his work and try
to get the information out in his time and
to keep passing on the secrets! So Carr did
as he was instructed. He got his own lab
and began to experiment with free energy
devices and built small flying saucers that
levitated magnetically!

He went to the

patent office, but they told him they would
not grant him a patent unless he took out
the levitating part and anchored it to the ground!

That shows you what a complete

fraud the US Patent system has always been! Now the US Patent office is run by the
British SERCO company and all the patents go straight to the Queen!
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The person speaking in the two videos above is Ralph Ring who worked with Otis
Ring. He flew one of the flying saucer craft over 10 miles! It went so fast it warped
time for the occupants and they didn’t even realize they had traveled this far until
later on when the memory came back. They were working with some very advanced
stuff that allowed them to control the craft with their mind! Eventually during the late
1950s the US Government raided Carr and told him he would not be allowed to continue
his work because it was a threat to the “US monetary system”! It was only a threat to
those who have enslaved the planet! The US government already had much better
technology working by then I’m sure and the hidden controllers could never allow a
private citizen to bring out the truth!
Ralph Ring tells the incredible story about the flying saucer in the videos above and in
the article on Project Camelot linked below.
When recalling the heady events of the late 1950s working day and night with Carr,
Ring again and again stressed that the key was working with nature. “Resonance“, he
would emphasize repeatedly. “You have to work with nature, not against her.” He
described how when the model disks were powered up and reached a particular
rotational speed, “…the metal turned to Jell-O. You could push your finger right into
it. It ceased to be solid. It turned into another form of matter, which was as if it was
not entirely here in this reality. That’s the only way I can attempt to describe it. It was
uncanny, one of the weirdest sensations I’ve ever felt.

What was it like working with Carr? “He was an unquestioned genius. Tesla had
recognized his quality immediately and had taught him everything he knew. He was
inspired, and – like Tesla – seemed to know exactly what to do to get something to
work. He was a private man and was also very metaphysical in his thinking. I think the
fact that he was not formally trained in physics helped him. He was not constrained by
any preconceived ideas. As crazy as it sounds now, he was determined to fly to the
moon and really believed it could be done. I believed it. We all did.”
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“…I was completely astonished when we realized that we had returned with samples
of rocks and plants from our destination. It was a dramatic success. It was more like a
kind of teleportation.”

Did the craft fly? “Fly is not the right word. It traversed distance. It seemed to take
no time. I was with two other engineers when we piloted the 45′ craft about ten
miles. I thought it hadn’t moved – I thought it had failed. I was completely astonished
when we realized that we had returned with samples of rocks and plants from our
destination. It was a dramatic success. It was more like a kind of teleportation.
“What’s more, time was distorted somehow. We felt we were in the craft about fifteen
or twenty minutes. We were told afterwards that we’d been carefully timed as having
been in the craft no longer than three or four minutes. I still have no complete idea
how it worked. We just built it exactly according to Carr’s instructions. Everything had
to be perfect… it all had to be just so, or it he said it would not work: a kind of symbiotic
state between man and machine.
“The Utron was the key to it all. Carr said it accumulated energy because of its shape,
and focused it, and also responded to our conscious intentions. When we operated the
machine, we didn’t work any controls. We went into a kind of meditative state and all
three of us focused our intentions on the effect we wanted to achieve. It sounds
ridiculous, I know. But that’s what we did, and that’s what worked. Carr had tapped
into some principle which is not understood, in which consciousness melds with
engineering to create an effect. You can’t write that into equations. I have no idea how
he knew it would work. But it did.
“…there are two secrets to making the alien saucers work. One is their advanced
engineering,

and

the

other

is

their

mental

ability.”

“I’ve lost count of the number of people who have refused to believe what happened.
I no longer talk about it. It’s no fun being laughed at and ridiculed. But I’ve described
it exactly as it occurred. One day someone will build the disk just as we did, and they’ll
have the same experience. All his blueprints still exist. Nowadays, it would all be done
with digital and solid state circuitry – no moving parts would be necessary.
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“I’ve heard that the aliens use the same principle to operate their craft. Their physics
seems to work in harness with their consciousness. The craft amplifies the power of
their minds. Their craft won’t operate without the pilots. I’ve heard that’s why we
can’t operate their craft – or, at any rate, we can’t operate them the way they do.
We’re just not adept enough mentally and spiritually. So, there are two secrets to
making the saucers work. One is the advanced engineering, and the other is the mental
and spiritual ability. We may have duplicated some of the first, but we may be a long
way from the second yet.”

Source:
http://projectcamelot.org/ralph_ring.html

First video is a 12 minute overview:
https://youtu.be/2j3wBldVBHo
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Second Video (88 minutes) more detail
Link: https://youtu.be/LpAaOvnq9Tc

9:40 – 13:18: While working at government
funded Advanced Kinetics, under Dr. Weinhart,
this technician, Ralph Ring, kept finding solutions
to government research on magnetism
properties. He was informed, “The government
pays us to search for solutions, not to find
them.” Dr. Weinhart gave Ralph Ring a bonus and proceeded to destroy all his discoveries and ordered him to
not discuss his solutions with anyone else on site.

14:00 – 15:00: There is no earthly reason we can’t rotate tires from a vertical rotation and turn them to a
horizontal rotation with magnets in these to elevate us from a Flintstone civilization to a Jetson civilization. Ralph’s
concepts led him to meeting Otis Carr, a disciple of Tesla.

26:30 – 28:00: The bumblebee does not fly, it levitates. It is explained here how the levitation works. (I wonder
if it is the same with humming birds?)

28:00 – 37:30: In the 1950s, after prototyping was complete on levitation with magnets, they contacted General
Motors. This segment details GM’s realization of what they had before them. They exclaim it would put the
working man out of business, end cars and end oil dependence. Levitation technology needed to be stopped.
GM’s final words were essentially, “this is against all physics and if you fly it…we will have it shot down!”
37:45 – 52:30: Making a levitation trip on a 45 foot ship and the results of it.
53:00 – 55:20: FBI/CIA raids the site and threatens imprisonment for the charge of attempting to overthrow the
monetary system of the United States. With guns drawn, they stole all their property and files without due
process. All their constitutional rights were ignored. They were informed they could never assemble with each
other in the future. They would always be monitored. If contact was ever made again, they not only risk their own
lives but that of their families. The inventors could never speak of their levitation breakthroughs to anyone.
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